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relexa hotel
Stuttgarter Hof

Berlin

Our location in the centre

Hotel à la relexa

Die kurzen Wege
The harmonious atmosphere
of our hotel areas exude a
charm that makes the hectic
of the city fade into the
background. Come and see
for yourself. We are always
at your service – whatever
your wish – to ensure that
you enjoy your stay.

We are just a short walk
from Potsdamer Platz, the
Brandenburg Gate, the
Reichstag, Friedrichstraße
and various federal
ministries. A few minutes by
taxi and you are at the Kurfürstendamm, Bahnhof Zoo

or Alexanderplatz. You can
reach us easily by S-Bahn
train (S1, S2 Anhalter Bhf),
U-Bahn underground train
(U2 Potsdamer Platz,
U6 Kochstraße) and bus
routes M29 and M41.

Hospitable and
charming

We look forward to
welcoming you soon.

relexa hotel Stuttgarter Hof
Anhalter Straße 8 – 9
10963 Berlin
Telefon +49 (0) 30 | 264 83 – 0
Telefax +49 (0) 30 | 264 83 – 900
Berlin@relexa-hotel.de

relexa hotel Stuttgarter Hof
Amadeus: LMBER149
Sabre: LM27766
Worldspan: LM95149
Apollo/Galileo: LM12683

www.relexa-hotels.de/en · www.relexa-hotel-berlin.de/en
Berlin · Düsseldorf-Ratingen · Frankfurt/Main · Hamburg · München
Ratingen · Stuttgart · Bad Salzdetfurth · Bad Steben · Braunlage

Comfort and a warm welcome
in the heart of Berlin

The Stuttgarter Hof has
always been a preferred
address for international
visitors to Berlin, even back
in the days of the German
Emperor.
In the immediate vicinity of
the Potsdamer Platz, in the
heart of the city of Berlin,
our traditional hotel is the
ideal central hotel for private
and business visitors.

Living ...

Dining ...

Conferences ...

Service ...

Our restaurants »La Fenêtre«
and »Boulevard« will tempt
you with culinary delights in
pleasant surroundings. We
offer international cuisine of
the highest quality and an
excellent selection of wines.

Pleasant and
successfull

Reliable and
personal

Our location in the centre of
Berlin and our comprehensive
range of services make our
hotel the perfect setting
for business meetings and
conferences.

We are happy to take care
of all of those little things
that make your day easier
and brighter.

We also recommend our
excellent lunch menu. The
extensive breakfast buffet
is available throughout the
morning.

Individual and harmonious
The comfort features of our
208 guestrooms and suites
include bathtube or shower,
Flatscreen TV, W-LAN free
of charge, LAN in all superior
rooms and suites free of
charge, safe in all rooms, tea
and coffee facilities free of
charge, bottle of water for

free. Rooms are reserved for
non-smokers and smokers.
We offer a small health spa
to enhance the comfort of
your stay, with sauna, steam
bath, gym and relaxation
area.

Why not try our bar in the
evening?
We will be happy to take
orders in our inner courtyard
for those of you who want
to enjoy the fresh air and
sunshine.

As a special highlight
we would like to suggest
a visit in our cooking
studio »relexa cooking« –
a stylish furnished kitchen
for up to 20 persons with
an attractive program
for hobby cooks, show
cooking and cooking
courses.

For further information:
www.relexa-cooking.de

Your favourite drink at the
bar is mixed exactly
according to your wishes.
Our two elegant inner
courtyards offer a particularly refreshing way to enjoy
conference breaks on sunny
days. And that breath of
Tuscan flair is complementary!
Our conference centre offers
11 inviting meeting rooms for
up to 200 guests – naturally
with state-of-the art
communication technology
and natural daylight.

Good to know:
Your dog stays with us
free of charge including
bed & breakfast.

You can rely on us to book
your flight home, to arrange
a perfect reception for your
guests, and naturally to
organize a trip to the
theatre, a musical, a city
tour or even order your
cinema tickets.
For weddings, family cele
brations or other festivities,
we offer the perfect event
location.

